Challenges for competitive and sustainable EU-China agricultural systems under increasing pressures on soil and water resources. SSS9.4

How will the session run?

Through the chat application, to which we can register at 8:15, the session will have two blocks.

Block A: Each author will present in a short paragraph the main result of their presentation and will receive questions by the other participants for 5-10 minutes maximum. They will be introduced by the convener.

Block B: We will have a general discussion based on questions and answers raised in block A as well as some general questions raised by conveners.

When and where?: Virtually at the European Geosciences Union. Vienna on May 4th from 8:30 to 10:15
Remember why we are meeting
To merge colleagues from different views and geographical origins to enhance cooperation in cooperative research in agriculture related to optimizing soil and water use in EU and China.